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A Love Lost
 
Withering dead from the mid afternoon heat
As flame to charcoal, igniting into a furious defeat
Pain initiated from within expels into the spring time air
Spreading my anger, my hate, and all of my despair
 
My love has shattered like ice chips falling to the ground
But not lost forever, as this bond is one that forever bound
Lies, confusion, and the fear of the great unknown
Pollinating, spreading seed, to bloom into a beautiful rose
 
I walked away from the one that I call my one true love
Only because I am afraid to tell her all of my hopeful thoughts
The fear of conveying all the words that I wanted to say
To tell her I love her, and I wanted to see her every day
 
To offer my protection, as this angel would too protect me
To wake up together, and each night to fall asleep
To make her my wife, as she is my one true love
Ask her to marry me, as our fate shall rise above
 
But now its in the past from the mistake that I have made
I walked away from my true love because I was scared and afraid
She is my best friend, the epiphany of my true happiness
The light of my life, the key to my soul, my angelic princess
 
All I have now is a withering dead rose petal
From my our fear, my heart has died forever and ever
I love her, and will miss her for all of time
Only if I had the courage to ask you to be my wife
 
Nyrical Poet
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A Single Kiss
 
When I look at two people
Whom so madly in love
A life long worth of tragedy,
as a single kiss holds on
Two whom met in a far distant land
He reached out for her heart
Together they both held hands
 
Along came a struggle
Between what was right and wrong
But he said that he loved her
As the world began to fall
Through the depths of this life
A bond held together by god
Their love kept falling faster
As all the tragedy began to tumble and fall
 
He looks into her eyes
And then he holds her in his arms
He asks her a singe question
How far does our love fall?
 
She says, 'it falls through heaven
Then it falls into hell
It rises like the sun
Then falls gracefull into the night
Each day will be a struggle
And each day will be a fight
But if you love from inside your heart
Then love is growing old together
As you hold each so tight'
 
He relplies, 'As I look deep into your eyes
I see a far distant future
And will led to evil's demise
When I look at such beauty
I know with all of my heart
This love will be forever
And I never want us to fall apart
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I can say I am madly in love
Together withstanding all the tragedy
As a single kiss will forever hold on
 
When you look at two people
Whom so madly in love
You can see a life long worth of tragedy,
as a single kiss holds on
Two whom met in a far distant land
He reached out for her heart
Through this life, never to be disbanned
 
Nyrical Poet
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Astray
 
Batteries to a flashlight that brightens your path
Bleeding on the inside as the pain becomes your wrath
Taking all the responsibility to overload your mind
Blinded by the short term happiness that you will find
 
As you wither dead from the mid afternoon sun
Like charcoal to fire, as the flames fiercely burn
Broken, shattered, transforming into ashes
From a bleeding heart, and a deathly disaster
 
Your heart's on your sleeve for painful viewing pleasure
Tormented by everyone, but I promise it is not forever
Waiting for the one to take away all this pain
Someone to love you back, and tell you it is all okay
 
Raise up from this fiery trench with all your ashes in tact
Emotions from the saddened sea, tears that you now lack
Your true happiness laid  before you, it is so hard to see
It is the mystical world around you, which does include me
 
As long as you know, and that you fully comprehend
You will make mistakes from what is real and what is pretend
Your faith in your heart, what you want and desire
The fate of the world is yours, sweetheart, I am your admirer
I promise you with all of my heart that everything will be okay
As your happiness unfolds, while the past goes astray
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Birthday Wish
 
H-earing your voice is as sweet as a symphony
A-magical sound that brings my ears utter tranquility
P-eacefulness sets in as I look into those mezmirizing eyes
P-enatrates my soul, sending shivers down my spine
Y-ou are a fallen angel sent to me in a dream
 
B-eauty, heart, and soul with a hint of serenity
I-rrisitable in every aspect of your graceful existance
R-escuing my soul, as we struggle with the pain of resistance
T-his world is filled with destined hearts, and heavenly beings
H-ere we are, living a life of our own seredipity
D-ay in and day out, beyond a shadow of a doubt
A- heavenly angel you are, for you I will always devout
Y-earning for your touch my darling, my love for you will never burn
out.........
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Broken Heart Love
 
Shards of glass lie upon the broken heart floor
Shattered and battered, light fades from heavens door
Piece by piece is the damage done to her desolate soul
Cutting into her heart, slicing and dying as memories whither
 
Pick up the pieces, the restoration of her peace
Blades cut through my finger tips, her emotions deceased
Give surgery to my love, fight through the torture
I am the surgeon whom will save you from shattered rapture
 
Flat lining personality dead to all worldly surroundings
Embraced in her own hell, the bloody shards killed her happiness
Midnight dreams of a looping past
Replays all the images of before, each painful memory that last
 
I will continue to fight, to restore all of the pieces
The surgeon of love will continue until the midnight dream ceases
Shattered you are now, as my finger tips drip crimson red blood
A silhouette of an angel, allow me to resurrect the broken heart love
 
Nyrical Poet
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Candy Coated Dream
 
Such bitter sweetness falls within a candy coated dream
the place where hope extends beyond the sugar coated scheme
as we dance and dance, around the candy cane sticks
Prancing hand in hand, as we come to one we both lick
Love blooms as we meet in a kiss, like in Lady and the Tramp
Our candy kingdom ruled by two, as the umpa lumpa's dance
We walk through the land, and gaze forever into each other's eyes
And then climb the steps to ride down the milk chocalatey slide
Landing in a pool of such wonderfully pure sweetness
We embrace in a hug, that like the chocolate, is made of pure greatness
As I watch you get out of the pool covered in chocolate like a 100 Grand
Looking like my favorite candy, which melts in my mouth, not in my hand
We laid together on the ground like a twizler all rolled up in one
Both nibbling at each other, until our hearts both became undone
Forever to this day I will declare you my lollipop queen
Such beautiful sweetness falls inside a candy coated dream
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Confession
 
Soul mated for life
as we swin to survive
in my heart so much love
no other women that is above
i want to hold you in my arms
unravel your soul, evil disarmed
dance in my head my dear
my thoughts are pure and sincere
i want to get down on my knees
All of the songs we love i will sing
i confess to you sweetheart
its not the same when were apart
i want to hold you all night
and never take you out of my sight
these words and emotions are so true
the look in our eyes always say i love you
 
Nyrical Poet
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Distant Dreams
 
Distant Dreams
 
Navigating through the twisted paths of an insatiable fate
Turning left at every cross road to avoid my ill-fated mistakes
Running, screaming, turning, bleeding, my insides come undone
Distant dreams conceive the damage in me, as I dread the morning sun
 
Doubtful insecurities with a stench of fear permeating from my skin
With each breath I breathe, the reality seizes a life without my friend
As sorrowful streams waterfall slowly down a face in disguise
Distant dreams of the past tell me the sadden story of our demise
 
I watched the sandman come, and take my spirit away
Only shame sets in, with no excuses, blackened bruises of dismay
With the light of the early morning spreads the light of a brand new day
Distant dreams of magical lucidity tells a fairy tale of our yesterday
 
As the sandman left my soul, and allowed my spirit to fly
I let go of all the past memories that taunt me throughout the day and night
A new day is to begin this morn, as I shall always mourn the loss of my friend
Distant dreams with peaceful endings,  we both have new lives to begin
 
As the story goes, 'its better to have loved and lost than to never have loved at
all, '
We shall live the life we dream, and allow the past to never let us fall
You will always be my best friend, as you are there when I close my eyes
Distant dreams will fade away into the midnight heaven's sky
 
Nyrical Poet
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Embraced In A Kiss
 
Soft spoken words ignite this sensual urge
Tantalize my thoughts, calming my nerves
Such sexuality with a hint of spice
Indulge me with your beauty on a hot and steamy night
Caress my skin as I tremble with lust
As I move my hands from your thighs to your bust
Whisper in my ear, as words become moans
As I softly kiss your neck, we're all alone
The only two souls dancing on this night
Embraced in a kiss, hormones exploding like dynamite
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Hidden
 
I am hidden deep in a world of hatred's lies
What lies beneath is trapt by my disguise
For what was real, to all just be a fantacy
Our own island, our swing, and the old oak tree
 
All these words are spilling from my lips just out of spite
Because when I think of her love, my saddness ignites
I have prayed for her happiness each and every day
Selflessly I forgot to include me, as I live now in reality
 
Bitterness breeds today in my jaded heart of mallous
Once filled with joy is replace with undesired callous
Lonely I was, I tried and tried and tried
Wanting something so badly, life became a hidden lie
 
Hold on to me my angel as I go through this spell
My emotions have been hidden in a cold dark hell
Seperated I became, consumed in my thoughts
Crying at night, as I torturted my own heart
 
As time continues, and I look at myself in the mirror
I became so hidden, pushed her away not to see her
As I hide in the dark, help me unlock this vault
Coming to light, a realization that this was my fault
 
The memories we share shall never cease
I will care and be with you until this life is deceased
I am sorry, I neverI meant to hurt you my dear
Hidden I was, as I walk out the door of my own fears
 
Nyrical Poet
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Left In Ashes
 
As I look at the ghost's reflection
It is an image of mass rejection
My soul makes the ghost inferior
While I embarrasingly stare in the mirror
 
The image I see is not exactly me
I do not know who I'm supposed to be
Am I just an ohra of pure saddness
Combined with a mind filled with absolute maddness
 
a merry-go-round of disdain lies
Spinning and spinning, I do not know why
Hoping for this all to come to a stop
Before this rage reaches the top
 
Exploding into a million small pieces
I can only pray until the insanity ceases
Left in ashes, left in depair
My ghostly soul fades and disappears
 
Nyrical Poet
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Life Long Drug
 
Lucid thoughts drip upon my mind
Tingling chills throughout my spine
Goose bump raise from head to toe
High as a bird as my body glows
My heart beats faster as my thoughts spin
Butterflies fluttering around from within
For you my sweets, a drug to me
The true love of my life, feeling ecstasy
Nothing to compare to this sensation
This is far more than just an infatuation
Love is an addition that you cannot cure
Nor would I want to make this a blur
Without you here, I start to shake and tremble
Cold sweats in my sleep, my tears are mournful
For you are my best friend, you are my love
The feelings you give me is like a constant drug
Always to be high, without any chemicals
You are my life, for that I will always be grateful......
 
Nyrical Poet
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Love, Hate, And Rationale
 
Tell me why we always sit around, fret and wonder
To maniacally sit around and insanely ponder
The reasons to the seasons to the treason
All of the lies to ourselves that we have chosen
Love, hate, rationale there is no difference
Or is there a reason for all of this distance
Fear of love, fear of hate, or fear of feelings to sedate
The excuses just pile up in a crazy mind to sort and seperate
Distant anger holding on to a single piece of life
The piece of life where love is kept to continue to strive
But strive for what or strive for a tragic death
I suppose it is what it is, a race to our f-king death
You have a choice to choose to alway embrace
To live a worthy life and to never ever disgrace
Trapt in a mind where unworthiness feeds off oppression
Lets just make everyone else happy and forget about my depression
Is this going to be the end of me with all the possibilities
Everyone in this life tells me that I have endless opportunities
But why do I look in the mirror and see nothing at all
Empty soul grasping for others to seek control of
When you hope for others you forget all of your own dreams
Your just sucked in a life, to always fall endlessly
Sucked dry, with an empty cry, revolting to defy
Feeling purposely hopeless, but as usual to only deny
All of my true emotions are running so far away
Creating these uncontrollable thoughts of emotional dismay
Is this an escape from this world's lost reality
Into a less destined world of concrete informalities
Ignore the thoughts from this once bliss imagination
Which has caused my life such destruction and devastation
Just leave behind this corrupted mind and jaded heart
Which tear my remaining insanity completely apart
As I stand alone in the cold, lost and confused
Attempting to find sanction from these feeling abused
I just look toward the opposite direction
Running far away from this mirrors reflection
Never to have anyone see me in this emotional dismay
To never look in the mirror again, and to always run away
I am just in a state of confusion, maybe a state of pure lust
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But none the less, its  a devastated memory left in the dust
I will always ask questions for what this life is supposed to be
But I can never forget this love, hate, or rationale that lies inside of me
 
Nyrical Poet
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Mirror Image
 
I looked into the man's eyes
I could not find a single response
The presense of emotions were empty
As if the heart has died, out of love
Although ignorance is bliss
The actual problem did not lie within the man's ohra
But within the distractions and lies in his mind
When I looked into the man's eyes one last time
I saw the reflection of myself
 
Nyrical Poet
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Mistaken Intentions
 
I messed with her emotions, because I do not know what to do
All I wanted to say is that I only wanted to be with you
The words that came out did not convey what I meant to say
They did not tell you that I wanted to see you everyday
 
I want you to know that you never took advantage of me
My hopes and dreams were for you to finally break free
I had a choice, which is one that I can fully comprehend
But now, I just want our friendship to not be broken, for it to mend
 
Unintentionally I played with her emotions, only making her more sad
Trying to tell her that she has been the best friend that I've never had
Only to want to spend more time as two hearts beating as one
Attempting to be strong, to help her fight the battle that darkness has won
 
I now realize that she has to do this thing all on her own
I should have realized this, and be supportive of all her decisions
She confided in me with all of the thoughts that ran through her mind
But I selfishly threw this away by trying to force her to be mine
 
Now I sit here, all alone listening to my own lonely thoughts
Reality has struck me that she was already mine, making me more distraught
Letting myself falter, and risk going into this great unknown
Wishing I can hold her in my arms, and place her own a throne
 
Cherish my thoughts and please sweetheart hold onto all my warmth
My love for you is forever, I am sorry for creating such cold thoughts
We are and will always be such a huge inspiration to each others lives
We will meet again kido, as without your bond I cannot breathe or survive
 
Nyrical Poet
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New Born Destiny
 
Cold dark insides made of cobb webs of death
Suffocated soul that chokes with each and every breath
Hidden deep inside is this black darkened rage
More anger than a furious lion trapped in a tiny cage
Coughing up satin red blood from a heart ripped in two
A few drinks from the bottle to keep this mind subdued
Drown out the thoughts that this lonely soul wants to die
Down another sip of whiskey only to keep some happiness alive
Tears pour down as faint memories of my far distant lover
Knowing under the pillow is a remington 8 round revolver
Only one bullet in the chamber to determine my fate
Russian roulette is the game I play that I love to hate
Maybe its a side of me that loves each day my sad eyes open
Or is it the fear of dying that I do not properly use this weapon
So I have chosen the route of life toward the slow suicide
Pour me another drink so I can get in the car and go drive
Or let me light up this nicotine stick to taint these blackened lungs
Along with the damage to my heart and liver as I keep moving on
Angel of hope, angel of my dreams, I beg for you to come forth to me
Help me out of this life, this fiery hell that is my new born destiny
 
Nyrical Poet
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Nightmare
 
There is a darkness that morbidly haunts my life
The ever constant thoughts, the torture to survive
As people gaze at me, they see nothing but a shell
I put a smile on, and trance them into a wicked spell
 
As the clouds come out, and the moon shines above
My mind starts screaming, as my insides begin to transform
The tranquility of life evaporates under the midnight stars
As I wish and pray for this evilness to end this anguishing war
 
Blood red crimson, with the constant thoughts of death
Hoping and wanting for a savior to fight off this wrath
Stabbing, jabbing a sword deep inside my devilish thoughts
Which brings me to tears, and leaves me affectively distraught
 
An angel of peace to provide me the warmth from all this cold
When I am shaking at night from the tremors that I keep untold
I fight the charcoal blackened, slimy oil of constant despair
Hold me now my angel of peace, rid this agonizing nightmare
 
Although these prayers are blocked, and returned back to the devil
I keep praying to god, please beckon me a heavenly savior
Until then I remain lost, alone, bitter, and cold
To fight off this nightmare that remains to be untold
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Old Oak Tree
 
We fall in love just like the old oak tree sheds its leaves each season
As we run through the deciduous forest as our magical place beckons
 
We come to the sturdy oak barring large branches, and a swing from above
This is our heavenly place, where magic happens, its the place we fell in love
 
Such a clear night out with the north star shining so bright in the sky
With the opal moon's light, we lie on the ground watching fireflies
 
A peaceful gentle breeze sweeps through the enchanted forest of passion
As a star gracefully moves along the sky, and then across the belt of Orion
 
We dance all night amongst the opal moon with hope the night will never end
Embraced in a single kiss, and wishes granted, the magical journey begins
 
Through each season where flowers bloom and trees shed there leaves
Our love is continuously growing, never withering nor dying with grief
 
But a life long bond implanted deeply into each others mystical fate
Destined to always be together, dancing while mother nature narrates
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Passion's Night
 
Goodnight my darling as we walk into this night
Overhead, peaceful darkness with a surreal gentle light
 
Onyx colored sky that brings out each star lit glows
Devouring our emotions, as a soothing breese flows
 
Nightingales sing an angelic song from their tree post
Igniting passions all around, where soul mates are chose
 
Giving a single star to fulfill each couples ultimate wish
Healing all the scars as the evil is vanquished
 
'Tis this good night to you, & all of the heavenly angels
Beautiful souls laid out on a bed of red rose petals
 
Nyrical Poet
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Restricted Bond
 
I can feel you inside of me
Like a needle penatrating my skin
Spreading like heroien through my veins
The feeling of love, and pure escatacy
These emotions are more addictive
Than any drug in this world
Like opening my eyes for the first time
And not feeling hazy from nights before
The unknown has taken control of me
A beauty that is unbearable to withstand
Single thoughts of endless passion
Spending my time with thoughts of purity
Dwelling upon the unforbidden companion
With the fear of fate ending this love
While I reach out toward the rest of my life
As the sword severs this restricted bond
 
Nyrical Poet
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Seasons
 
moving toward the distant stars
as summer slowly turns to fall
the sun will rise and the moon will fade
dreaming of all the wishes made
the leaves will fall from the trees
and the grass will turn away from green
blistering heat will dropp into cold
as our lives go on from young to old
April showers will fertilize the ground
may brings out the everlasting beauty to astound
when winter slowly turns into spring
as the flowers bloom and the birds sing
while the seasons of nature marches ahead
the circle of life cleansing our emotions shed
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Shooting Star
 
I saw a shooting star tonight
Dancing across the clear black sky
Clouds up high, out of mind, out of sight
Full moon shining rays of vivid light
 
I made a wish, and hope it finds truth
For a sad soul to be cleansed and soothed
That smile to shine as bright as the moon
That shines in tonight's sky as day light looms
 
As night turns to day, from a deep sleep I awake
Holding onto that wish, cherishing my fate
I await the day that my wish will come true
Until this day, I will always wish for you
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Silhouette
 
A silhouette in the clouds among the pits of a dreadful h-ll
Demons with the devil throw upon evilness and a painful spell
 
Each take a stab at her beautiful soul of frightening sadness
Hysterically wandering lycadazically for joy in an ongoing labyrinth
 
Distortion of the truth, twisting purity in a hateful maze
Lies of distractions as the search of peace becomes a haze
 
Cold, hollow mind concentrates on the demons wants and needs
Drowning in a pool of blood stricken ticks killing her happiness indeed
 
Fog lights are lit, and a compass to give her a little direction
But the devil rains down from above, and takes away life's gravitation
 
As she floats through this life without a world to call her own
They took away her innocence, her childhood, evilness they bestow
 
A silhouette withering dead under the flames of a fiery sun
Captured into a life of solitude with no chance for treason
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Soldier Of Peace
 
Stranded in a fearful tower of pain
A princess crying down tears of rain
Without the sun's beams she is alone
Alone and frightened, bitter and cold
 
Along came a knight on a white stud horse
Promising life's patterns will change its course
I am the sun rising from the hills in the east
To brighten your day, for the pain to be deceaced
 
As the sun falls amongst the clouds in the west
He climbs the tower to save the beautiful princess
He takes her hand and stroll into the forest
Upon a swing under an oak, the stop for rest
 
She sits upon the swing with a smile on her face
The knight pushes her gently, as she swings with grace
He tells her that she is his princess, please never weep
For I am your protector, your soldier of peace
 
As they lay next to each other, the stars in the sky
The moon shining above, the tranquility of the night
For her to be in his kingdom, to show her joy
As they sleep into the night, a bond to never destroy
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Soul Mate Navigator
 
from sea to shining sea
as my heart fits into yours
my love sails into the air
porting into your every thought
Your friendship guides my soul
Like a compass giving me direction
And your affection is the wind
moving our love into the distance
I am the captain of your heart
and you are my soul mate navigator
Without you in my life my dear
I would be lost to never be found
You and I shall board this ship
And tread along the waves of the world
Without a single cloud in the sky
Our love is forever bound
Cascade into me the angel of the sea
As our feelings intensely fall
Drifting into the taverns of the heart
arresting our souls into a gentle calm
As I blow you a kiss from my palm I wish
as my heart fits into yours.....
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Story Book Ending
 
Thoughts transpired solely defused in love
A story book ending as we all pray above
A life time of hope only ending in pain
As one strives to strive, to only sustain
Building up walls to surround a wounded heart
Awaiting for the one to tear the walls apart
Unjustified justice, defending past brutality
To only hide the scars of life's past fatality
The healing potion, only to search endless eternity
For the solution to cope with today's rationality
Dreaded dark surrounds empty souls
Climbing the walls to solidify our goals
Charcoal lungs from the breathe of hate
Grasping toward the light, to walk towards fate
More afraid than a child pouring to painful tears
Returning to childhood  to overcome dreadful fears
Memories draw near, only to walk the distance
Away from the past, towards the path of resistance
Refraining to capture an ongoing torture
To regress from this life's lonely only future
Stars shining down, as one falls along the sky
A wish is to pray, as the past is to defy
True happiness of today with images of sorrow
To rid your back of yesterday, and to reach for tomorrow
Forgive all these sins the mirrors reflections shows
With the heart of a lion, please give infinite courage
Like a caterpillar transforms into a beautiful butterfly
Transform this darkness into an ultimate fidelity
Just like in every story book beginning
Lies the truth to achieve a story book ending
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Symphony
 
Restitution of my inner intuition,
you are my love,
my life's ambition
I fall into you as a composer
creating the master piece to our symphony
This was instant love to a beautiful women,
nothing like an epiphany
My love for her grows,
as tears of fear bloom flowers of immense passion
Pollenating the emotions,
as they spread throughout a world of submission
Fall into me my love,
let me show you the stars that rise above
Circle back around to me
crash into me,
let me show you our destiny
My arms are wide open
to solely protect our collided worlds
Together, we are one love,
and two people that are beautiful and never imperiled
Fear not my darling the life that you will be leaving behind
Look into my eyes,
there you will find,
that our emotions are single handily intertwined
I am the truth behind all the hidden lies
I am the life you want,
but there fear that you despise
I will make this promise to you
listen, as these words are magically true
I love you, not just for one day, one month, or one year
to love you for ever in this life,
as the past fades away, and then disappears
take this chance, take this hand
and never allow our friendship to ever be disbanded
creating a single unity, the utter most beauty
as the maestro places an unknown end to our symphony
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The Fire Of Desire
 
This empty world filled with cluttered space of annoyance
Packed on top of disgust, hatred, and misery's grievance
Lost without the memories that inspired my imagination
That now devour the desolate wasteland toward my destination
 
Cold blue heart frozen like a lake on a frigid winter's night
As solid as a mountain, no one can ever shatter this indignant spite
Once this heart was filled with the breeze of summer warmth
Radiating brilliance like the sun brings to us on mother earth
 
The darkness rained over my heart, and the fire burnt out
A deathly front moved into my body, leaving undefined doubt
The shivery wind cut through my soul like fiery razor blades
Happiness froze into bitterness as joyful thoughts cease to cascade
 
Sheltering all my emotions, frozen into a massive block of ice
Bitterness surrounds my feeble spirit, happiness is the sacrifice
As others ice skate on top of me, cutting my soul with their fierce blades
A painful protection of infinite wounds, the fire of desire has escaped
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The Poison Inside
 
The Jekyll came out and unleashed his fury
Against right and wrong, his vision is blurry
Revealing his wrath and causing such pain
Dethroned his princess because he was so vein
 
Unjust words hatefully came across his lips
Losing his sense of reality falling from his finger tips
A beast he is, causing destruction to anyone in his path
Inflecting the utmost pain in this furious wrath
 
Slicing and dicing as the words kill the joy
A deadly night with a lost love that he bitterly destroyed
Jealousy became apart of Jekyll's split personality
The demolition of his princess has become his reality
 
Swirling, and whirling as the vertigo sits in
A churning stomach as the poison nauseously spins
Violently releasing all of the evil in his soul
Tears strew down his sorrowful face that he cannot control
 
Hyde forces out the Jekyll that lay inside
But the damage is done as Hyde cannot deny
All of the joy and happiness that he once knew
In a blink of an eye, all of it was through
 
Fell to his knees, and he began to pray
What did I do on this dark cursed day
Emotions at hand, with each dropp from his eyes
Under this spell he lost the love of his life
 
Hyde went to his queen and asked for forgiveness
Cordially she told him you cannot change this damage
The actions displayed, and the emotions conveyed
The devil of the night in his annihilation rage
 
The true colors displayed were in a dark velvet red
You took away all the innocence the we ever had
Hyde went do on his knees, and begged his princess please
I know what I did wrong, how can I appease
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Then it struck in his mind like lighting from the sky
He was no different than any other as-hole guy
Now only time will tell, as Hyde cannot resist
That Jekyll took his pride, and left him emotionless
 
Lonely and sad, Hyde shamelessly awaits
Diffusing the tragedy done, accepting his fate
The best thing in this world he selfishly destroyed
The beauty is lost in Hyde's guilt stricken world
 
 
(Dedicated to anyone who has lost a loved one out of your own selfishness.....)
 
Nyrical Poet
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The Whisper Of The Wind
 
Hearing strange voices surrounded by emptiness
Listening to the sounds of peaceful nothing
Where there is no soul that could ever imagine
The thoughts that transpose in your head
On the brink of utter insanity
Then comes the guidance of light
As I am troubled by the presence of life
Continuing to follow the direction of thought
Gazing at the stars of this forgotten night
While the whisper of the wind grasps my ears
 
Nyrical Poet
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'Til Death Do Us Part
 
Love sick torments my heart and soul time after time
For the angel of my dreams to officially become mine
I reached out for her, as her brown eyes closed
For her to only see black with the decisions she chose
 
Hatred to see, its the reverse through my eyes
For the paths choosen I do not have any despise
It is only you whose captured my heart to place inside yours
I will constantly fight for you, I am love's lonely soldier
 
If you were right here, right now, standing in front of me
I would ask how can I help to set your broken heart free
As the emotional messages ever constantly transpires through poetry's words
I would tell you to be mine forever, giving birth to our dreams into the world
 
To always carry your heart with me is my life's only mission
As we stand right now in a broken world's saddening disposition
You told me that we have faded apart, a day spent in mourning
These blue eyes turned to gray, tears shed 'til the next morning
 
As I walk through this life as a nomad searching for his only love
But to never find her in others, I fall to my knees and I pray above
Oh lord, please help me find my heart, my better half
Whom makes me smile, brings me joy, and always makes me laugh
 
It is her beautiful soul that wonders around in complete disbelief
For it is I whom wants to save her soul, protecting my true love's memory
To be a man, stand up for her and tell her that I truly love her
I want her to be mine forever, my soul mate, a heart felt lover
 
Without this beautiful angel I am just another lonely man
Constantly saddened by such a broken heart disbanned
She is always with me, to help me keep myself together
In her heart she wants me to be happy, and float off like a feather
 
But in my heart, it is just so hard to walk away from such a pure love
To move onto happiness, leaving her to be constantly destroyed
A true man will not walk away from a women that's in his heart
He will fight for the romance, the love, til death do us part...........
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Truth Hidden Behind Lies
 
As the lustrous light of day fades into dusk
The charcoal sky shines the crescent moon above
When dreams of her embodies love, not lust
Our fears float away on a white sacred dove
 
Lying on thy shoulders, an infinite blackhole
An emptinessthat erupts memories of being alone
Shades of joy drapped amongst a fate driven endeavor
Missing my jewel, you are the immunity I treasure
 
Fall asleep as dreams convert into this worlds existance
A familiar scent of peacefulness as I lie in bed restless
Rise into heaven, and I will dance among the stars
When the distance appears to be near, but closer than far
 
Walking back into today, erasing this empty destiny
As my heart is buried in a true lovers travesity
Rivers of tears, as I forever yearn for your warmth
Missing your love as my maniacal imagination torments
 
Time stands still as I linger around for the truth
Pondering my existence since this adventure is obtuse
Lust melts into love, as the fire of desolate hate thrives
In this forsaken land with the truth hidden behind lies
 
Nyrical Poet
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Vow To An Angel
 
The laughter in your soul, the joy you bring to my life
This sadness you live, I always want to be by your side
 
When one talks about a best friend, always and forever
Those words can never express our journey nor our endeavor
 
Because when god placed you directly into my loving heart
I knew I found a perfect soul mate, and we would never be apart
 
Life has a way to challenge you, try to throw you off hopes path
A mountain size worth of emotions, so much tragedy and wrath
 
This is our journey, as we continue it from beginning to end
I am thankful for ever falling in love with you, and calling you my friend
 
Whether you call this fate, destiny, or just plain out luck
I call this a bond for life, as this love shall never self destruct
 
So my darling sweetheart, my silhouette of a beautiful angel
All of this pain you are feeling, I vow to always be your savior
 
As you have saved my life, teaching me all of the joy of love
My best friend soul mate, my fate, I know we will always be in love
 
As we survive in each others hearts, and take our breathes together
No matter where we are in life, our special bond will live forever
 
Nyrical Poet
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